Discorda is What You Make Of It
We Have
Always
Been Free
!

just a matter of DNA.
Anybody can be human, that's
do with being human.
Being a person has nothing to
and with four legs
There are people under the sea
rd of. People work
and on planets you've never hea
e on the concerns
together, people talk, people tak
ple plan and hope
of other people as their own. Peo
each other.
and dream and fuck up and love
Spend time with people.
Don't lose sight of your
own personhood.
That's all you need to do.

So if I want my Discordia to be about love,
that’s my right. I can preach my Discordia
to anyone who listens, and they can
choose whether to include my stuff
in theirs. It’s totally allowed. And
even though I don’t owe anyone an
explanation, I do think there’s good
justification for love being central
to anyone’s religion, even Discordia.
Maybe especially Discordia.
Love is messy as shit. Love doesn’t care
about what should be, it knocks over all
the tables and demands to be known. It’s
the most irrational most humans ever get.
It’s amazing, too. It’s all the tastiest neurochemicals, all the best shit we like to think of
ourselves. Love is extremes, and that’s where
Eris lives. Not in the tidiness, but in our messes.
Eris doesn’t care if you worship her (and many
Discordians heartily preach against it), so who gives
a shit if you’ve got a spot for Eros or Aphrodite on
your mental altar? Who gives a shit if your Discordia
includes loving your friends and community and the
people you fuck like you’re a little unhinged? Have
your holy, crazy feelings. You’re allowed to have a
Discordia that’s more than japes and cynicism.
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Discordia has room for love.
Love is always Chaos.

What I Did
My favorite Christmas present of all time
Was a set of jewelers’ screwdrivers
All the little philips, flat and hexes
For tearing down machines
My father got it for me when I was sixteen
And I still have it today.
I remember one day at school
I was sitting in the bathroom
Staring at the fixtures
Because you have to stare at something
And I noticed the screws
Could only be turned one way.
They were designed so they could be tightened
But never unscrewed
And, I reasoned, this was because they didn’t want
Any kids to tear apart the bathroom stalls
Which means bathroom stalls
Can be torn apart.
I started looking around the school
And everywhere I saw un-safetied screws
Holding together pieces of things
I took for granted as “solid”
The desks, the walls, the bookshelves
They could all be torn apart.

Thing is, there are no cabbages.
Just billions of people who more or less all assume they are one of
the few awake people in a world of sheep/robots/cabbages/whatever.
Fact: Nobody is a cabbage all the time.
Fact: Nobody is a fully-functioning human all the time.
Fact: No special religious (or any other)
training will change those facts
for anyone.

Giddy with my realization
I wanted to tear down the world
I mentally dismantled the schoolbus,
The movie theater, the park benches
I unmade an alarm clock
And broke my father’s chisel.
One time I took apart a rotary phone
The faceplate, the dial, everything
I broke all the way down
To a little box of goo
That I still don’t know the purpose of
It would never be a phone again.
And sometimes I think this attitude
Explains what happened to my head
Because I learned what brains are made of
And identities
I ate lots of ideas that were bad for me
And tore my shit to pieces.
I think I telephoned
my brain.
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the Future is
Strange As Fuck.
“the inscription means nothing. The author may have seen the symbols once and assumed they were decorative.”

Never fall in love with a Discordian. Seriously, I cannot
stress this enough. They don’t do things by halves, or even
by wholes: everything is 169% ALL THE TIME. You want to
get a Discordian flowers? She hijacked a truck full of roses
and abandoned it in your driveway. You want to give him a
card? He’s already spraypainted a love poem on a national
monument. It’s in iambic pentameter and somehow he
managed to fit the word "fuckstick" in there and it works.
Going on a date with a Discordian is about equally likely to
end in sex or felonies, with a significant chance of the sex
being a felony depending on local custom. Discordians are
serious about having a good time, and you are not prepared.
You will learn to hate the word "adventure."
Never give a Discordian your heart. They're tinkerers, you
see, and they have to learn how things work by tearing them
apart. You will never get your heart broken quite the same as
a Discordian vivisection. The world is full of Horrible Truths
and the Discordian will want you to LOOK AT THEM together,
and think this is a romantic activity. Discordians are always
getting fucked in the ass by Nigel,
but that's not so bad.

What are you, an infrastructure collapse enthusiast?
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Since both men and women rode horses, both
men and women wore pants. (There’s also a
fair bit of merit to the theory that the Amazon
legend comes from actual Scythian female
horse-archers, since once you put a person
on a horse and give them a recurve bow, upper
body strength advantages don’t mean shit).
Pants were actually a key bit of military
technology. Ancient China was having a
hell of a time fighting off all these pantswearing horse nomads (this was like 300200 AD-ish) until the state of Qin finally
decided to collectively put on pants and
get on horses. They then preceded to
kick the nomad’s pants-wearing asses
and unify the warring states of China.
Because pants.
Of course, because of bullshit, pants
came to symbolize femininity and
barbarianism to the Greeks and
Romans. They think you look very silly
in your uncivilized female legsleeves.
Funny sidenote, the Romans avoided
pants whenever they could, but when they
kept invading more northerly places, shit
kept getting colder. Winters in Northern
Gaul (modern day France) were cold enough
that soldiers actually had to put on pants, and
the Romans thought this was significant enough
that they called the region “Gallia Bracata”, which
translates to “Trousered Gaul”, or, if you’re slightly
more imaginative, “Pants France”.
.

Katie Bragg at the University of Montana
http://quousque.tumblr.com/post/141652546495/
wacheypena-deathcomes4u-lady-willowrx
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Back to pants, because pants are interesting.
To the Greeks and Romans, pants were
just about the weirdest fucking thing
they’d ever seen. Literally all of their
clothes consisted of drapey rectangles.
If they were feeling fancy, they’d stick
a belt or a nice brooch on it. Pants are
a complicated, relatively form-fitting
garment and it just freaked those poor
Greeks right out. Pants were a visual
signal for “really fucking foreign”.
The furry-hat-and-pants depiction I
mentioned above was also the exact
same costume that male Scythian
warriors were depicted in, and the
androgyny also freaked out the
poor androcentric Greeks. Often,
in vase art and such, the only way to
tell an Amazon from a male Scythian
is that the women have white skin. They
lack of visible gender differences screamed
“foreign” to the Greeks. There are several
mythic stories about the origins of pants, and
they all attribute their invention to women.
One story even has Medea (of “fuck you Jason, I’m
going to murder our kids to get back at you you utter
fuckpile” fame) inventing pants.
Historically speaking, pants were invented because people
found themselves needing to ride horses to get places, and
not-pants are really inconvenient for that.

A Love Story
They were happier than either of them had any
right to be. They never said I love you, or indulged
in excessive displays of affection. She liked the
touch of his hand, the measured firmness of his
handshake, the comforting weight on her hand as
they sat together, the gentle pressure at the
curve of her wrist when they danced. He liked
the fire in her eyes, the curve of her smile, the
way her hair tickled his nose when he held her.
They took no shit from anyone. They had no time
for delicate words or hurt feelings.
Their happiness was punctuated by terrifying bouts
of paranoia, exacerbated by episodes of real spies
and assassins invading their home and bed. They
broke every promise they ever made, and forgave
each other anyway. They fought like professionals
and fucked like they were keeping score.

T hey never regretted a thing.
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The Mehinaku, who live in Brazil, for example,
are known to nibble at eyebrows during sex.

THERE IS . A . MOON
Somebody is going to come along and tell you you have to Question
Everything because what you perceive and what I perceive are two
different, potentially completely unrelated things. Because *your* headache
might not be *my* headache and all attempts at empathy are delusion
and there are no shared public objects, only consciousnesses bumping
into each other talking nonsense about things that we can't possibly
understand or even agree on. They will make you question the existence
of the moon.

. . . FUCK THAT GUY. . .

There is A MOON. There is not a moon for each and every one of
us, JUST. ONE. MOON. It hasn't been here forever and it won't last
forever either, but here and now, as you and I are breathing THERE IS
A MOON. It is not painted on the background. It is not an allegory. It
hasn't been replaced with an identical duplicate while you weren't looking,
and they didn't swap it out for a different model in the international
release. THERE IS A MOON.
It EXISTS, and existing is a thing that objects are capable of because
THE MOON IS THERE. It has properties we can measure and when
you measure them or I measure them or Xinglbratt from the Marcabian
Empire measures them those properties are CONSTANT because THE
MOON IS A THING THAT EXISTS. It has pock marks from
old collisions where it EXISTED SO HARD SOMETHING ELSE
STOPPED. It's covered in dust that will give you MOTHERFUCKING
MOON CANCER which is a THING that is REAL and can KILL
YOU FUCKING DEAD.
There is A MOON and it is made of REAL THINGS and you can
point a laser at it in just the right spot or send a piece of REALLY
REAL EQUIPMENT into MOTHERFUCKING SPACE to take pictures
of it and send them back, and as long as you know how to send things
into space you and everyone else who looks will see the same pictures of
the same places because THE MOON IS A THING THAT EXISTS.
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Outside.

Stop being afraid all the time!
Of course there are dangers in the world, any fool can see that.
But the foolish are constantly miscalculating risk. Why, you're
more likely to die from a bee sting than a shark attack, more
likely to be struck by lightning than killed by a foreign terrorist.
The car in your driveway is far more dangerous even than your
neighbor's collection of replica swords! You could slip in the tub
and die tomorrow, it's happened to more dignified souls than
ours, and that's a fact. You're already taking risks every day.
The world is full of fantastic things, if you go looking for them.
There's art and music and wild animals that look right into
your soul and mad scientists trying to cure cancer and madder
scientists trying to transplant human heads. Someone out there
wants to make out with you and they don't even know it yet.
There's mountains to be climbed and caves to explore and lakes
and rivers to swim in (and maybe across, if
you're up for it). There's museums to visit
and concerts to attend and tasty things
to eat and drink and weird stuff to touch
and smell and so many SO MANY people
out here doing so much neat stuff and
some of them may want to share
it with you if you let them.

Come outside!

SONGS are SUNG about it, TIDES HAPPEN because of it, BUZZ
ALDRIN put his GODDAMNED FEET ON IT.
There is A MOON because the stories we tell about our own memories
of that particular piece of rock may vary but they do not affect the
THING THAT EXISTS and doesn't give a shit what you say about it.
There is A MOON because there was a moon for every single person
of every single tribe before we got together and shared a name for it
because it's A BIG GODDAMN ROCK IN THE SKY and you can't
exactly miss it. Nobody infected us with the moon. It EXISTS, and it
EXISTED. It taught your ancestors about measuring time and sloshed
around the tide pools when life was small and weird. It shone on
Kingdoms and Empires and FLATWORMS, and it shone on them ALL
THE SAME.
There is A MOON because it doesn't change when you say "the moon
is orange" and just because you see it one color through the filter of the
atmosphere and your eyes and your idea of what "orange" is doesn't
change the fact that it is a THING made of atoms and those atoms
are arranged in mineral structures and most of it is anorthosite which
is just another type of feldspar and feldspar is so bloody common the
name literally means FIELD STONE. You can tell stories about it ALL
DAY LONG and it won't change at all, unless the story you're telling is
HEY ROGER LET'S DICKBUTT THE MOON in which case lasers
get involved and the moon gets a dickbutt and EVERYONE SEES IT
because THERE IS ONLY ONE MOON.
And it matters that there is A MOON not because I am your oppressor
and you are the oppressed, but because WITHOUT A MOON YOU
CANNOT AFFECT ANYTHING. The realities in your mind are all
well and good and entertaining, but the existence of THINGS means
that you have the capability to ACT ON THOSE THINGS. That you
can interact with others and leave behind a world subtly changed by
your presence. That when your meatsack fails and your consciousness
with it, THE STORIES YOU TELL CAN SURVIVE.

You are not pointless, you are not incapable.
There is a moon. It is REAL, and so are YOU.

Love so you feel like your chest is collapsing.
Love like a supernova.
Love in the streets, in your home, in your school
Love like you're dying.
Love right in their fucking faces.

Dérive

Love everybody.
Love messily.
Love without reservations.
Love the people who don't love you back.
Love the people who can't love you back.
Love your haters.
Love sinfully.
Love so you can't think straight.
Love with sloppy kisses and high fives and hugs
Love with whips and chains.

from
strangers.

Love under the covers in a darkened room.
Love in the sunshine.
Love your spouse, your partner, your friendswith-bennies.
Love your exes.
Love platonically, erotically, romantically,
Love unbounded.
Love with blood on your hands.
Love with tears.
Love so they file a noise complaint.
Love like a teenager.
Love like an idiot.
Love so it hurts.
Don't stop.

endlessly.

I want to slap you, love you, electrify
you and also be electrified. But the
best I can give you is something you
will appreciate for a few seconds,
akin to a float in a very long parade,
or a dish you will consume in an
endless buffet of win and fail.
There are a million posts per day that
could make you sit up, laugh, scream,
cry, or burst into flame. That’s what
we are all here to find, I guess.
But finding it will never be enough.
We will consume images and ideas
until our bellies are distended and
then we will be even hungrier.
So here we are again, at the
dashboard, searching, one finger on
the mouse wheel, trembling.

